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ALPS OutdoorZ Alpha Dog Blind
Providing Comfort and Concealment for Hunting Dogs
NEW HAVEN, Mo. – ALPS OutdoorZ proudly brings the Alpha Dog Blind to their fall waterfowl line up. The Alpha Dog
Blind provides your favorite hunting companion the comfort and concealment needed for a full day’s hunt in the
harshest conditions.
The Alpha Dog Blind features a unique aluminum hub design with engineered tips and pins which offers quick and
easy set-up in seconds. A tapered roof peak allows an unobstructed line of sight for your dog while keeping him
concealed. Constructed of durable Realtree Max-5 600D polyester fabric with black-out backing, the triangular shape
of the Alpha Dog Blind provides ultimate concealment from all angles. Meanwhile, the padded 900D polyester fabric
floor provides durability and comfort for your partner. Magnetic dual-swing front doors and a dual-swing rear door
with buckle closure provide quick and easy exit/entry options for retrieves. A paracord handle and included shoulder
carry bag make for easy transport to and from the field. Stakes are included to keep the blind secure. With the
addition of the Alpha Dog Blind to your hunting arsenal, your favorite hunting companion will get to experience the
excellence and quality you have come to expect.
ALPS OutdoorZ Product Manager Zach Scheidegger says, “We are really excited about the new Alpha Dog Blind.
With its unique and quick-access design, we feel this is the most versatile and effective dog blind on the market.” For
more information on ALPS Brands and its family of companies, visit alpsbrands.com.
About ALPS Brands:
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and
expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven
outdoor products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS
OutdoorZ, Cedar Ridge, Browning Camping and Hunting Blinds. ALPS OutdoorZ—the hunting gear moniker for ALPS
Brands—made its mark several years ago by offering packs purposefully designed for remote wilderness hunting.
Today, ALPS OutdoorZ products cover everything from day and expedition packs to waterfowl blinds and turkey
hunting vests, as well as furniture, gun cases and sleeping bags. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the
best camping, backpacking and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please
visit www. alpsoutdoorz.com.
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